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Given the preoccupation toward building a global system, please ponder, for just a minute, this thought:

A worldwide authority/power becomes both acknowledged and sanctioned.  It’s  tax  required by all (on
both individuals and groups of all types – e.g. governments, businesses, etc.) is imposed so as to, as the
world leaders claim, help resolve world indebtedness.  As a result, for example, it goes after the nation of
the United States, demanding the 34+ trillion debt be paid.  The national powers of the former USA (still
a nation but now  under  the more broad authority of the global system) vote to  default  on the loan.  All
settled … we are safe. Are we really?   All settled … we are free to move forward unencumbered. Are 
we really?   All settled … Our filing  Chapter 11  relieves our obligation to pay our debt. Does it really? 
(Recall, this handout is only presenting a hypothetical.)

After  the global power is established,  after  it requires loan payment and then  after  hearing the United
States is refusing to pay the debt, it then passes this resolution:  The USA’s governing power is an elected 
one – elected by  the people.  As a result, it is the  people  (with their individual wealth) who are deemed
responsible to pay the 34+ trillion debt.  Because the one world system is the ruling authority, the  strong
resolution is then enforced.  All (USA) Americans must give of their resources to pay for this debt. 
Concerning this “hypothetical” … Does this sound impossible?  Think again.

IF such a movement took place, what power would we, as individuals, have to  ignore  and/or   reject it?   
If the USA is obligated to pay its loan in this most viable way, would we, individually, be asked to give
up our worldly treasures like our businesses, property ownership, etc.?  Let me cite a specific example.

My wife and I own property worth about a quarter of a million dollars.  Given each American would owe
almost half that amount (if individuals were required to contribute to paying the national debt), a foreign
power (a global power) could then make and take its claim.  They would  accept  (actually, take!) our
property as our personal payment toward debt resolution.  

Does the above sound pretty far fetched?  Given the craziness of our day, is it really that unlikely that
something like this  could  take place?  It is  not  as crazy as it sounds.  On an even more important
(non-hypothetical) front:

We are in harm’s way today and we need to resolve our  spiritual  indebtedness, one we  owe  to  our
Creator.  We need to come to Him on His terms as to what it takes to restore relationship with Him (in
whatever degree each of us face).  That’s true [even] to the one who goes by the name, “Christian.”  God
alone is Savior.  As Savior He saves through a process:  Regeneration, Justification, Sanctification and
Glorification.  Salvation is a  process  done by God.  Those of us who wish to pay our spiritual debt must
accept the  full  Counsel of His Word and express saving faith through walk in Him.  IF we abide, we will
be fruitful.  IF we do not, we may be the sprouts of Mt. 13 which wither.  IF we do not bear fruit, we may
one day be cast into the fire – John 15.  IF we are not fruitful to at least some degree, we could be judged
to be like the one who buries the talent the Lord had given him, only to find that very talent taken and
himself being thrown into outer darkness – see Mt. 25. 

Because this issue of  end times  is an ETERNAL one,  Click Here  for more information.  Please! 
( For hard-copy readers, the above URL is  www.EnduranceMinistries.online/gospel . )
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